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Objectives: To develop ideas on to develop ideas on digital manufacturing



Outcomes: Upon successful completion, the student should be able to
understand the basic mechanism of DM.



Pre-requisites: To have a basic knowledge of Traditional Manufacturing
Processes

Introduction


Manufacturing is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as the action or
process of manufacturing something; production, fabrication, and also the sector
of the economy engaged in industrial production.



Original manufacturing was accomplished by hand, but most modern
manufacturing operations are highly mechanized and automated.



The history of manufacturing is as long as the history of human civilization, and
it has become the basis of human existence and development



In the seventeenth century, manufacturing gradually developed into a
technology from a skill. With the invention of the steam engine, weaving
machine and metal cutting machine, the social division of labor caused huge
changes, and in time, manufacturing was no longer owned or completed by
handworkers.



From the 1980s, many new manufacturing methods and manufacturing concepts
emerged, which greatly propelled the development of manufacturing. These new
concepts guide us to analyze and anticipate the future of manufacturing, and
these

concepts

(e.g.,

Automated

Manufacturing,

Agile

Manufacturing,

Concurrent Engineering (CE), Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) and
Intelligent Manufacturing, etc.) mutually promote and develop, analysis and
looking ahead to future manufacturing.


From this period on, manufacturing is no longer a single skill or technology, but
a science including engineering science, organization science, and information
science and so on.

Engineering Science in Manufacturing


Harrington, Merchant and Bjorke used computers in manufacturing early on,
and they proposed to turn all operations of the whole manufacturing system into
automation, optimization and integration with the concept of CIM. During the
1980s, CIM naturally expanded to the field of robotics and artificial intelligence
(AI)



Firstly, for the physical process of manufacturing technology, the original
scientific methods and principle can be used for the analysis of manufacturing
technology.



Secondly, there is a whole set of scientific knowledge which is related to optics,
materials science and solid mechanics.



Thirdly, FMS planning uses analysis methods such as discrete event simulation,
statistical modeling, optimization and queuing theory



In summary, the mathematical theory which supports dispatching operations is
now mature and is very important in the process of production scheduling.
Although there are many engineering scientific methods described above in
manufacturing, they cannot really play their roles without combining with the
organization methods

Organizational Science in Manufacturing


The combination of organizational sciences such as Total Quality Management
(TQM), Just in Time (JIT) manufacturing, Concurrent Engineering (CE), and Lean
Production (LP), with engineering science is represented by CIM



American companies became used to over-the-wall manufacturing in the past, in
the late 1980s, organizational science represented by TQM, JIT, CE and LM
combined with engineering science represented by CIM began to have an
important influence on the advancement of American manufacturing, which laid
a foundation for the economic growth of the 1990s. In a word, CIM joined
organization science, forming the new theory and concept of manufacturing
integration



The new concept of open structural manufacturing and agile manufacturing runs
through the 1990s.



In the middle of 1990s, manufacturing based on the Internet became an extension
of the above new trends, emphasizing on shared design and manufacturing
services. The emergence of Internet and audiovisual conference as well as
convenient air travel created a way to increase global business. Large enterprises
distributed over different continents of the world, for example, use the excellent
design team of one country to transfer production to another country with a
relatively cheaper labor force and higher manufacturing efficiency.



In the twentieth century, because of the emergence of World Wide Web and
audiovisual network conference, an item designed in an advanced design office
can be produced quickly in another place with cheap labor.

Multi-Crossed Disciplines in Manufacturing


With the rapid development of modern science and technology, especially the
quick

development

of

microelectronics,

computer

technology,

network

technology and information technology, the face and meaning of manufacturing
theory, manufacturing technology, manufacturing industry and manufacturing
science lead to a fundamental and revolutionary change.


Manufacturing also benefits from the development of the related theory of
computer science and mathematics. Multimedia computer systems and
communication networks realize parallelism, distribution, virtual cooperation,
remote operation and monitoring. Electronic commerce and computer network
can realize remote sales, production, maintenance and management.



Information theory has also promoted the development of the manufacturing
field. In a larger scope, all manufacturing activities involve human factors as well
as information processing, expression, transmission and so on. The optimal
configuration and effective operations of manufacturing resources are all related
to information theory.



Apparently, the trend of manufacturing becoming increasingly multidisciplinary
is inevitable. With the development and progress of manufacturing science and
technology, more and more subject knowledge will be used in future
manufacturing fields, forming the new basic of manufacturing science. Based on
the characteristics above, manufacturing has developed as a multi-disciplinary
integrated system, and thus as a manufacturing science



New engineering science technologies, such as the Web, offer new ways of
creating products and services. However, due to more and more digitized forms
and knowledge representation of manufacturing activities, manufacturing
information, the manufacturing process and manufacturing management calls
for a fresher and larger outlook than the old ways. Digital Manufacturing (DM)
has quietly entered our lives

Concepts and Research and Development Status of Digital Manufacturing


As the basis of the national economy, the manufacturing industry is shouldering
the important responsibilities of providing technical equipment to national
economic sectors and national defense construction and supplying living
materials and wealth for people’s material life.



For nearly half a century, as science and technology have undergone rapid
development and a new technology revolution, and industry now faces the
challenges of three major outstanding issues that are network, knowledgeable
services, and the consequent complexity.



Thus, it is hard to control the nonlinearity, time variability, suddenness and
imbalance of organizational structure and functions in manufacturing systems
through traditional operation modes and control strategies.



In addition, along with the rapid changes in market demand, global economic
competition and the rapid development of high-tech, the profound revolution in
the manufacturing industry is also further promoted, the depth and width of
manufacturing activities are greatly expanded, and the manufacturing industry
is developing in the direction of automation, intelligence, integration, network
and globalization [2].



Consequently, profound changes in the token, storage, processing, transmission
and machining of manufacturing information takes place, so that the
manufacturing industry gradually shifts from the traditional energy-driven state
to being information-driven. Digitalization has become the indispensable drive
factor in the product lifecycle of the manufacturing industry;



Thus, DM becomes a new manufacturing mode to adapt to the increasingly
complex product structure, increasingly personalized, diversified consumptive
demand and large manufacturing network, and naturally becomes an important
feature in the future development of the manufacturing industry.
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Objectives: To develop ideas on to develop ideas on digital manufacturing



Outcomes: Upon successful completion, the student should be able to
understand the basic mechanism of DM.



Pre-requisites: To have a basic knowledge of Traditional Manufacturing
Processes

Definition of Digital Manufacturing



Digital Manufacturing is a manufacturing process which, with the support of
technologies such as virtual reality, computer networks, rapid prototyping and
database



to analyze, organize and recombine the product information, process information
and resource information, implement the product design and function
simulation as well as rapid prototyping, and then to perform rapid production to
meet customer demand and quality standards.



As a new discipline of manufacturing science, it synthesizes various
manufacturing disciplines and represents the mainstream development direction
of Advanced Manufacturing Technology

Fig1.Illustration of DM concept



The conception of DM originated from the technology of Numerical Control
(NC) or Computer Numerical Control (CNC) and the CNC machine tool. Digital
design and digital management have fully developed along with the
advancement of CAD and the development of material requirements planning
(MRP)



In the process, the control parameters and control flow to manufacturing
equipment are digital signals; all kinds of signal to manufacturing enterprises,
including design information, process information, manufacturing information,
management information and manufacturing knowledge and skill, are
transmitted in the form of digital signals among manufacturing enterprises
through the digital network.



It is clear that the concept of DM is the result of the merging process of digital
technology, network information technology, manufacturing technology and
also the unavoidable result of the digitizing process in manufacturing
enterprises, manufacturing systems and production systems.



In manufacturing devices, for example, the control variables are digital signals.
In manufacturing enterprises, all sorts of information (graphic, data, knowledge,
and technique) are in digital form, transmitting in internal enterprises through
digital networks. In global manufacturing enterprises, users publish the
information through digital networks; enterprises (large, medium, and small)
cooperatively produce the products quickly and agilely.



In the DM environment, individuals, enterprises, shop floors, devices, sales
agents and markets form the nodes in the network over the Internet. On the other
hand,

DM

contains

the

Control-Centered

DM,

DesignCentered

DM,

Management-Centered DM and Manufacturing-Centered DM.


Currently, networked manufacturing is the implementation of the globalization
of DM, virtual manufacturing is the entity of the digital factory, and digital

products and e-commence are the dynamic federation of DM. The concept of DM
is shown in Fig. 1.1.
Digital Manufacturing Idea Taking Control for Center


The concept of DM is first generated from numerical control technology (NC or
CNC) and NC machine tools. NC technology gives directions expressed in
numbers and characters and controls machines with those directions.



Not only does it control position, angle, speed and mechanical parameters, but it
also controls temperature, pressure, flow and other parameters. These
parameters can not only be expressed in numbers but also are measurable and
controllable. If one device uses numeric commands to achieve its automatic
process, we call it NC equipment. Obviously, it is far from DM, but is a very
important basis for DM.



To achieve automation with many varieties and a small production batch, the
collaborative operation between a number of CNC machine tools and one
industrial robot develops in order to process a group or several groups of parts
with

similar

shape

and

characteristics,

thereby

the

so-called

flexible

manufacturing cell (FMC) is constituted. Supported by a logistic automation
system, a large-scale machining automation will be realized by combining a
number of FMC or workstations together, which constitutes a FMS.


FMS achieves the token, storage and control of material flow, the machining flow
and control flow in the machining process by digital quantity. Digital control can
make manufacturing processes automatic, detect and control parameters of the
manufacturing process, notify faults and even propose decisionmaking and the
suggestion of maintenance.



With the development of network and computer technologies, a Local Area
Network (LAN) constituted by networking more than one NC machine tool
could make the production processes of a number of workshops automatic.
Furthermore, the controller or control system in each piece of equipment will

become a node in the Internet, which leads to the manufacturing process
developing in the direction of automation with a larger scale and at a higher
level. It is the so-called DM idea that takes control for center.
Digital Manufacturing Idea Taking Management as its Center


Through the establishment and implementation of internal MRP, according to
ever-changing market information, users orders and forecasts, aimed at the
overall and long-term interests and through the decision-making model, we
could evaluate the production and management of an enterprise, forecasts its
future and operating conditions, devise an investment strategy and arrange the
assignment of production, all of which form the highest level of the
manufacturing production system— the management information system (MIS).



In order to support the management and production process in manufacturing
enterprises to reconstruct and integrate rapidly in accordance with market
requirements, there is a products data management (PDM) system covering the
entire enterprise that involves the market demand for products, research and
development,

product

design,

engineering

manufacture,

sale,

service,

maintenance and other information in the product lifecycle, and thus the process
integration centering on ‘‘product’’ and ‘‘supply chain’’ is achieved.


Presently, enterprise requirement planning (ERP) is the modern management
platform based on information technology is extensively applied, because ERP
has both information technology and advanced management thought, so that the
logistic, information flow, capital flow, working flow in enterprise management
activities are easily integrated and synthesized

Therefore, the DM idea that centers on management is formed, which makes ERP the center
and integrates the various MRP/PDM/MIS/ERP technologies

Digital Manufacturing Idea Taking Manufacturing as its Center
In short, in the DM environment, a net woven by figures and information is formed
over a wide area, and individuals, enterprises, workshops, equipment, products,
dealers and markets will all become a node, a mark or a digital code. In the process of
design, manufacture, sale and maintenance, the DM information and technology
assigned by the product will become the most active drive factors that dominate the
manufacturing industry. DM science fused by DM theory and technology and the
theories and technologies of other subjects will become the core of manufacturing
science in the twenty-first century.
From the research status and its analysis, DM is clearly still an emerging
research field, but also a fast-developing research area. The basic theoretical research
on DM is not very systematic, and is far from being a scientific theoretical system. As
the basis of kinds of advanced manufacturing technologies, it is important for DM to
be subjected to systematic study and to establish its specialized scientific theoretical
system in order to promote its healthy development
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Objectives: To develop ideas on CAM and its components



Outcomes: Upon successful completion, the student should be able to
understand the basic mechanism of CAM



Pre-requisites: To have a basic knowledge of CAD

Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
Introduction



Many of the achievements in computer-aided design and manufacturing have a
common origin in numerical control (abbreviated NC).



The conceptual framework established during the development of numerical
control is still undergoing further refinement and enhancement in today's
CAD/CAM technology

Numerical control


Numerical control can be defined as a form of programmable automation in
which the process is controlled by numbers, letters, and symbols. In NC, the
numbers form a program of instructions designed for a particular workpart or
job. When the job changes, the program of instructions is changed.



This capability to change the program for each new job is what gives NC its
flexibility. It is much easier to write new programs than to make major changes
in the production equipment. NC technology has been applied to a wide variety

of operations, including drafting, assembly, inspection, sheet metal press
working, and spot welding.


However, numerical control finds its principal applications in metal machining
processes. The machined workparts are designed in various sizes and shapes,
and most machined parts produced in industry today are made in small to
medium-size batches. To produce each part, a sequence of drilling operations
may be required, or a series of turning or milling operations.



The suitability of NC for these kinds of jobs is the reason for the tremendous
growth of numerical control in the metal working industry over the last 25
years
CONVENTIONAL NUMERICAL CONTROL
BASIC COMPONENTS OF AN NC SYSTEM
An operational numerical control system consists of the following three basic
components:
1. Program of instructions 2. Controller unit also called a machine control unit
(MCU) 3. Machine tool or other controlled process. The general relationship
among the three components is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
2. The program of instructions serves as the input to the controller unit, which
in turn commands the machine tool or other process to be controlled.
3. The program of instructions is the detailed step-by-step set of directions
which tell the machine tool what to do. It is coded in numerical or symbolic
form on some type of input medium that can be interpreted by the controller
unit. The most common input medium today is wide punched tape. Over the
years, other forms of input media have been used, including punched cards,
magnetic tape, and even 35-mm motion picture film. There are two other
methods of input to the NC system which should be mentioned.
4. The first is by manual entry of instructional data to the controller unit. This
method is called manual data input, abbreviated MDI, and is appropriate
only for relatively simple jobs where the order will not be repeated.

The second other method of input is by means of a direct link with a
computer. This is called direct numerical control, or DNC.
The program of instructions is prepared by someone called a part
programmer. The programmer's job is to provide a set of detailed instructions
by which the sequence of processing steps is to be performed. For a
machining operation, the processing steps involve the relative movement
between the cutting tool and the work piece

Controller unit


The second basic component of the NC system is the controller unit. This
consists of the electronics and hardware that read and interpret the
program of instructions and convert it into mechanical actions of the
machine tool. The typical elements of a conventional NC controller unit
include the tape reader, a data buffer, signal output channels to the
machine tool, feedback channels from the machine tool, and the sequence
controls to coordinate the overall operation of the foregoing elements.



It should be noted that nearly all modern NC systems today are sold with
a microcomputer as the controller unit. This type of NC is called computer
numerical control (CNC). The tape reader is an electromechanical device
for winding and reading the punched tape containing the program of
instructions. The data contained on the tape are read into the data buffer.
The purpose of this device is to store the input instructions in logical
blocks of information.



A block of information usually represents one complete step in the
sequence of processing elements. For example, one block may be the data
required to move the machine table to a certain position and drill a hole at
that location. The signal output channels are connected to the servomotors
and other controls in the machine tool. Through these channels, the
instructions are sent to the machine tool from the controller unit. To make
certain that the instructions have been properly executed by the machine,
feedback data are sent back to the controller via the feedback channels.



The most important function of this return loop is to assure that the table
and work part have been properly located with respect to the tool.
Sequence controls coordinate the activities of the other elements of the
controller unit. The tape reader is actuated to read data into the buffer
from the tape, signals are sent to and from the machine tool, and so on.
These types of operations must be synchronized and this is the function of

the sequence controls. Another element of the NC system, which may be
physically part of the controller unit or part of the machine tool, is the
control panel.


The control panel or control console contains the dials and switches by
which the machine operator runs the NC system. It may also contain data
displays to provide information to the operator. Although the NC system
is an automatic system, the human operator is still needed to turn the
machine on and off, to change tools (some NC systems have automatic
tool changers), to load and unload the machine, and to perform various
other duties. To be able to discharge these duties, the operator must be
able to control the system, and this is done through the control panel.

Therefore the functions of CU includes


Read coded instructions



Decode coded instructions



Implement interpolations to generate axis motion commands



Feed axis motion commands to amplifier circuits to drive axis mechanisms



Receive the feed back signals of position and speed for each drive axis



Implement auxiliary control functions such as coolant ON/OFF, spindle



ON/OFF, and tool change

Machine tool or other controlled process
The third basic component of an NC system is the machine tool or other
controlled process. It is the part of the NC system which performs useful work.
In the most common example of an NC system, one designed to perform
machining operations, the machine tool consists of the worktable and spindle as
well as the motors and controls necessary to drive them. It also includes the

cutting tools, work fixtures, and other auxiliary equipment needed in the
machining operation

NC PROCEDURE
To utilize numerical control in manufacturing, the following steps must be
accomplished.
1. Process planning. The engineering drawing of the workpart must be
interpreted in terms of the manufacturing processes to be used. This step is
referred to as process planning and it is concerned with the preparation of a
route sheet. The route sheet is a listing of the sequence of operations which must
be performed on the workpart. It is called a route sheet because it also lists the
machines through which the part must be routed in order to accomplish the
sequence of operations. We assume that some of the operations will be
performed on one or more NC machines.
2. Part programming. A part programmer plans the process for the por tions of
the job to be accomplished by NC. Part programmers are knowledgeable about
the machining process and they have been trained to program for numerical
control. They are responsible for planning the sequence of machining steps to be
performed by NC and to document these in a special format. There are two ways
to program for NC: Manual part programming Computer-assisted part
programming In manual part programming, the machining instructions are
prepared on a form called a part program manuscript. The manuscript is a listing
of the relative cutter/workpiece positions which must be followed to machine
the part. In computer-assisted part programming, much of the tedious
computational work required in manual part programming is transferred to the
computer. This is especially appropriate for complex workpiece geometries and
jobs with many machining steps. Use of the computer in these situations results
in significant savings in part programming time.
3. Tape preparation. A punched tape is prepared from the part programmer's NC
process plan. In manual part programming, the punched tape is prepared
directly from the part program manuscript on a type writer like device equipped

with tape punching capability. In computer-assisted part programming, the
computer interprets the list of part programming instructions, performs the
necessary calculations to convert this into a detailed set of machine tool motion
commands, and then controls a tape punch device to prepare the tape for the
specific NC machine.
4. Tape verification. After the punched tape has been prepared, a method is
usually provided for checking the accuracy of the tape. Sometimes the tape is
checked by running it through a computer program which plots the various tool
movements (or table movements) on paper. In this way, major errors in the tape
can be discovered. The "acid test" of the tape involves trying it out on the140
Numerical Control, The Beginnings of CAM machine tool to make the part. A
foam or plastic material is sometimes used for this tryout. Programming errors
are not uncommon, and it may require about three attempts before the tape is
correct and ready to use.
5. Production. The final step in the NC procedure is to use the NC tape in
production. This involves ordering the raw workparts, specifying and preparing
the tooling and any special fixturing that may be required, and setting up the NC
machine tool for the job. The machine tool operator's function during production
is to load the raw work part in the machine and establish the starting position of
the cutting tool relative to the work piece. The NC system then takes over and
machines the part according to the instructions on tape. When the part is
completed, the operator removes it from the machine and loads the next part.
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Objectives: To understand the applications of DM



Outcomes: Upon successful completion, the student should be able to
understand the applications of DM



Pre-requisites: To have a basic knowledge of Traditional Manufacturing
Processes

Applications of Digital manufacturing
Automotive Industry


The automotive industry, being the early adopters of rapid prototyping has seen
remarkable advancements in manufacturing and technology which resulted in
customized designs, cleaner, lighter and safer products at lower cost and
reduced time to market.



Applications of 3D printing in the automotive industry range from building
prototypes, jigs, and fixtures, tooling, low volume end user products and concept
models and reproducing parts.



Various 3D printed innovations like variable 3D printed turbo technology for
Koenigsegg One:1, safe smart and sustainable LM3D 3D printed car series from
local motors, on demand 3D printing of Audi spare parts, new chassis
construction for Blade a 3D printed supercar by Divergent Microfactories, race
ready parts for WilliamsF1, thumb tool for BMW, etc. are now available (Hall,
2016).



The advantages of AM in the automotive industry include increased –speed in
the product design phase of new product development by enhancing quality,
customized fabrication of tooling with reduced cost, complex designs with
reduced weight, reduced assembly and production costs.



However, the application of AM in the automobile industry is facing few
challenges like low production speed of AM, limitations of AM in producing
large parts and shortage of skilled personnel.



Despite the challenges, the freeform capabilities of AM and reduced time to
market of the final product is playing an important role in shaping the
automotive industry (Giffi, Gangula, & Illinda, 2014). Figure 4 illustrates the
applications of AM in Automotive industry.

Aerospace and defense Industry


Additive manufacturing technologies found its applications in aerospace and
defense industry in manufacturing lightweight parts with geometric and
material complexities necessary to ensure safe travel in stringent conditions.



From design concept to end life repairs, aerospace and defense industries
incorporated AM technologies in every step of manufacturing to take full
advantage of the technology (Hiemenz, 2014). Electron Beam Technology (EBM)
is used to manufacture complex aerospace components (Dehoff et al., 2013).



Figure 5 shows the additively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V Bleed Air Leak Detect
bracket. Additive technologies with a digital link enable to maintain digital
models of the spare parts reducing the expenses of physical warehousing and
increase the availability of parts at the point of use.



The advantages of AM in aerospace and defense industry include reduced time
to market, the design of complex tools and parts at low cost, waste reduction and
part simplification (Coykendall, Cotteleer, Holdowsky, & Mahto, 2014).

Food industry


The decrease in the price of 3D printers and sophisticated technologies enabled
the application of AM in the food industry.



Since food processing involves labor intensive and repetitive operation,
automation in food manufacturing increases efficiency and quality.



Food printing , a digital food manufacturing process allows customized color,
shape, flavor, texture etc to a cookie (Sun, Zhou, Huang, Fuh, & Hong, 2015).



A 3D Foodini printer by Natural Machines can print sweet and savory dishes like
pizza, spaghetti, mini burgers, and chocolates etc. of specific calorie portions
where the user have to cook the food (Keating, 2014).



Figure 6 a) & b) shows the advancements in 3D food printing processes. The
main advantage of edible printing is less shelf time of food compared to
traditionally and centrally manufactured items. However, handling multiple

ingredients without out compromise in quality is still a challenge (Kim Porter,
Jarrod Phipps, Adam Szepkouski, & Abidi, 2015)
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Objectives:


This chapter introduces readers to the term reverse engineering (RE), and to the
associated techniques that can be used for scanning physical parts.



In addition, the chapter presents the process of reverse engineering and the
strategy for scanning and converting the scanned data into a 3-D surface or solid
model
Outcomes:



Upon successful completion, the student should be able to understand the basic
mechanism of REVERSE ENGINEERING



Pre-requisites: To have a basic knowledge of CAD

REVERSE ENGINEERING
Introduction


In today’s intensely competitive global market, product enterprises are
constantly seeking new ways to shorten lead times for new product
developments that meet all customer expectations. In general, product enterprise
has invested in CAD/CAM, rapid prototyping, and a range of new technologies
that provide business benefits.



Reverse engineering (RE) is now considered one of the technologies that provide
business benefits in shortening the product development cycle. Figure below
depicts how RE allows the possibilities of closing the loop between what is “as
designed” and what is “actually manufactured”.

Why Use Reverse Engineering?
Following are some of the reasons for using reverse engineering:
• The original manufacturer no longer exists, but a customer needs the product, e.g.,
aircraft spares required typically after an aircraft has been in service for several years.
• The original manufacturer of a product no longer produces the product, e.g., the
original product has become obsolete.
• The original product design documentation has been lost or never existed.
• Creating data to refurbish or manufacture a part for which there are no CAD data, or
for which the data have become obsolete or lost.
• Inspection and/or Quality Control–Comparing a fabricated part to its CAD
description or to a standard item.
• Some bad features of a product need to be eliminated e.g., excessive wear might
indicate where a product should be improved.
• Strengthening the good features of a product based on long-term usage.
• Analyzing the good and bad features of competitors’ products.
• Exploring new avenue to improve product performance and features.
• Creating 3-D data from a model or sculpture for animation in games and movies.
• Creating 3-D data from an individual, model or sculpture to create, scale, or
reproduce artwork.
• Architectural and construction documentation and measurement.
• Fitting clothing or footwear to individuals and determining the anthropometry try of
a population

Reverse Engineering–The Generic Process
The generic process of reverse engineering is a three-phase process as depicted in
Figure. The three phases are scanning, point processing, and application specific
geometric model development. Reverse engineering strategy must consider the
following:
• Reason for reverse engineering a part • Number of parts to be scanned–single or
multiple • Part size–large or small • Part complexity–simple or complex • Part
material–hard or soft • Part finish–shiny or dull • Part geometry–organic or prismatic
and internal or external • Accuracy required–linear or volumetric

Phase 1–Scanning
This phase is involved with the scanning strategy–selecting the correct scanning
technique, preparing the part to be scanned, and performing the actual scanning to
capture information that describes all geometric features of the part such as steps, slots,
pockets, and holes. Three-dimensional scanners are employed to scan the part
geometry, producing clouds of points, which define the surface geometry. These
scanning devices are available as dedicated tools or as add-ons to the existing computer
numerically controlled (CNC) machine tools. There are two distinct types of scanners,
contact and noncontact
Contact Scanners
These devices employ contact probes that automatically follow the contours of a
physical surface (Figure). In the current marketplace, contact probe scanning devices
are based on CMM technologies, with a tolerance range of +0.01 to 0.02 mm. However,
depending on the size of the part scanned, contact methods can be slow because each
point is generated sequentially at the tip of the probe. Tactile device probes must deflect
to register a point; hence, a degree of contact pressure is maintained during the
scanning process. This contact pressure limits the use of contact devices because soft,
tactile materials such as rubber cannot be easily or accurately scanned.

Noncontact Scanners
A variety of noncontact scanning technologies available on the market capture data
with no physical part contact. Noncontact devices use lasers, optics, and charge-coupled
device (CCD) sensors to capture point data, as shown in Figure. Although these devices
capture large amounts of data in a relatively short space of time, there are a number of
issues related to this scanning technology.
• The typical tolerance of noncontact scanning is within ±0.025 to 0.2mm.
• Some noncontact systems have problems generating data describing surfaces, which
are parallel to the axis of the laser (Figure ).
• Noncontact devices employ light within the data capture process. This creates
problems when the light impinges on shiny surfaces, and hence some surfaces must be
prepared with a temporary coating of fine powder before scanning.
These issues restrict the use of remote sensing devices to areas in engineering, where
the accuracy of the information generated is secondary to the speed of data capture.
However, as research and laser development in optical technology continue, the
accuracy of the commercially available noncontact scanning device is beginning to
improve. The output of the scanning phase is point cloud data sets in the most
convenient format. Typically, the RE software provides a variety of output formats such
as raw (X, Y, Z values separated by space or commas).

Phase 2–Point Processing


This phase involves importing the point cloud data*, reducing the noise in the
data collected, and reducing the number of points. These tasks are performed
using a range of predefined filters. It is extremely important that the users have
very good understanding of the filter algorithms so that they know which filter is
the most appropriate for each task.



This phase also allows us to merge multiple scan data sets. Sometimes, it is
necessary to take multiple scans of the part to ensure that all required features
have been scanned. This involves rotating the part; hence each scan datum
becomes very crucial.



Multiple scan planning has direct impact on the point processing phase. Good
datum planning for multiple scanning will reduce the effort required in the point
processing phase and also avoid introduction of errors from merging multiple
scan data. A wide range of commercial software is available for point processing.
The output of the point processing phase is a clean, merged, point cloud data set
in the most convenient format. This phase also supports most of the proprietary
formats mentioned above in the scanning phase.
*Point clouds are a series of different “points”, similar to pixels in a digital picture. Each pixel is made up of two
coordinates – X and Y, while a LiDAR point is made up of three coordinates — X, Y and Z — which refers to a
specific position in a three-dimensional space.

Phase 3–Application Geometric Model Development
In the same way that developments in rapid prototyping and tooling technologies are
helping to shorten dramatically the time taken to generate physical representations
from CAD models, current RE technologies are helping to reduce the time to create
electronic CAD models from existing physical representations.
The need to generate CAD information from physical components will arise frequently
throughout any product introduction process. The generation of CAD models from
point data is probably the most complex activity within RE because potent surface
fitting algorithms are required to generate surfaces that accurately represent the threedimensional information described within the point cloud data sets.
Most CAD systems are not designed to display and process large amounts of point
data; as a result new RE modules or discrete software packages are generally needed for
point processing. Generating surface data from point cloud data sets is still a very
subjective process, although feature-based algorithms are beginning to emerge that will
enable engineers to interact with the point cloud data to produce complete solid models
for current CAD environments.
For example, if we scanned a broken injection molding tool to produce a new tool, we
would be interested in the geometric model and also in the ISO G code data that can be
used to produce a replacement tool in the shortest possible time using a multi-axis CNC
machine. One can also use reverse engineering to analyze “as designed” to “as
manufactured”. This involves importing the as designed CAD model and
superimposing the scanned point cloud data set of the manufactured part. The RE
software allows the user to compare the two data sets (as designed to as manufactured).
This process is also used for inspecting manufactured parts. Reverse engineering can
also be used to scan existing hip joints and to design new artificial hips joint around
patient- specific pelvic data. This creates the opportunity for customized artificial joints

for each patient. The output of this phase is geometric model in one of the proprietary
formats such as IGES, VDA, STL, DXF, OBJ, VRML, ISO G Code, etc.
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What is Design?
The word ‘design’ can either be a noun or a verb. As a noun, ‘Design’ can be referred to
an object’s aesthetic appearance as well as its function. For example, ‘a beautifully
designed dress’ refers to its appeal to our visual perception, and ‘a nicely designed car
engine that gives very good mileage and performance’ refers to the concept of function.
As a verb, ‘Design’ is the act of formalizing an idea or concept into concrete
information. It includes the processes of conception, invention, visualization,
calculation, refinement and specification of details that determine the form of a product.
Design may be defined as an iterative decision making process to formulate a plan by
which resources are optimally converted into systems, processes or devices in order to
solve a specific problem or to fulfil a specific need.
It begins with a need, a problem, an idea or a concept and ends with concrete
information, in the form of drawings, computer representation or in any other form,
which helps in manufacturing and utilization of a product.
Phases of Design Process

The design process begins with identification of a need and a decision to do something
about it. After a number of iterations, the process ends with the presentation of the
plans for satisfying the need. Depending on the nature of the design task, several
phases may be repeated before the design is finalized. Complete design process can be
explained with the help of Figure1.1, which shows the phases of design process and
iterations.
Identification of Need
Design process generally starts with the identification of need, a problem or with the
recognition of a potential market for a product, device or process. Recognition of the
need requires a lot of imagination and creativity, because the need is generally not clear
and evident and can be vague. It can be just a feeling of uneasiness or a sensing that
something is wrong. For example, there is a need to do something about the design of a
motor vehicle may be indicated by its low efficiency, lesser maximum speed or high
noise and vibration levels. Then the need statement may say that the design of the
motor vehicle needs an improvement.
Definition of Problem
Need statement is generally brief and doesn’t include the details. The definition of
problem is more specific and includes all the specifications for the object to be designed,
which include the input i.e. resources to be utilized, expected output, cost limitations,
quantity required, expected life and reliability, temperature limitations, maximum
range and expected variations in the variables, dimensional & weight limitations,
manufacturing limitations etc. Anything that limits the designer’s freedom of choice is a
constraint and all the constraints should be clearly defined in the problem definition.
Background information on all the relevant aspects of the problem should also be
gathered. It includes the study to find out whether this, or a similar problem, has been
solved before. If a ready-made solution is available in the market, it can be used. Or
even if something new is to be done, the study of existing similar technologies,
products, relevant patent literature and technical publications can be very helpful.
Synthesis
Synthesis is the process of concept generation, the purpose of which is to develop as
many ideas as possible to offer potential solutions to the problem defined in previous
phase. Primary need is identified for initial focus and then all feasible design
alternatives are developed. Different proposed alternatives should not be compared

with each other, in this phase, and each alternative should be separately evaluated on
the basis of established criteria.
Analysis and Optimization
After synthesis, different proposed solutions are analyzed to assess their performance
and can be ranked. Alternatives having unsatisfactory performance can either be
revised and improved or discarded. It is always advisable to select two or three design
concepts and develop them instead of selecting presumably the best one only. Concepts,
with potential, are optimized to further increase their performance. Optimization is the
repetitive process of refining a set of criteria, which are often conflicting, to achieve the
best compromise. These competing design concepts can finally be compared again so
that the path leading to the most competitive product can be chosen. For analysis and
optimization, mathematical models are prepared to simulate the real physical system.
Synthesis, analysis and optimization go hand in hand. Identification of any kind of
deficiency or inadequacy in the proposed solution, in the analysis and optimization
phase, may require synthesis of some new solution and process keeps on repeating
until an adequate and optimum solution is obtained.
Evaluation
In this phase, prototype model of the design is generally made and tested, which is the
final evaluation of the design to make sure that it satisfies the original requirements. In
addition to this, design is evaluated for its reliability, competitiveness, economic
viability, maintenance requirements, profitability and so on.
Presentation
Final phase of the design process is to communicate the design to others. This
presentation can be in the form of drawings, computer models on in any other form that
would help in manufacturing and utilization of the product.

THE APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS FOR DESIGN

Computer in Design

The various design-related tasks which are performed by a modern computeraided design system can be grouped into four functional areas:
1. Geometric modeling
2. Engineering analysis
3. Design review and evaluation
4. Automated drafting



These four areas correspond to the final four phases in Shigley's general
design process, illustrated in Figure.



Geometric modeling corresponds to the synthesis phase in which the physical
design project takes form on the ICG system. Engineering analysis
corresponds to phase 4, dealing with analysis and optimization. Design
review and evaluation is the fifth step in the general design procedure.
Automated drafting involves a procedure for converting the design image
data residing in computer memory into a hard-copy document. It represents
an important method for presentation (phase 6) of the design. The following
four sections explore each of these four CAD function
Engineering analysis



In the formulation of nearly any engineering design project, some type of
analysis is required. The analysis may involve stress—strain calculations, heattransfer computations, or the use of differential equations to describe the
dynamic behavior of the system being designed.



The computer can be used to aid in this analysis work. It is often necessary that
specific programs be developed internally by the engineering analysis group to
solve a particular design problem.



In other situations, commercially available general-purpose programs can be
used to perform the engineering analysis. Turnkey CAD/CAM systems often
include or can be interfaced to engineeing analysis software which can be called
to operate on the current design model.



We discuss two important examples of this type:
1. Analysis of mass properties
2. Finite-element analysis



The analysis of mass properties is the analysis feature of a CAD system that has
probably the widest application. It provides properties of a solid object being
analyzed, such as the surface area, weight, volume, center of gravity, and

moment of inertia. For a plane surface (or a cross section of a solid object) the
corresponding computations include the perimeter, area, and inertia properties.


Probably the most powerful analysis feature of a CAD system is the
finite element method. With this technique, the object is divided into a large
number of finite elements (usually rectangular or triangular shapes) which form
an interconnecting network of concentrated nodes.



By using a computer with significant computational capabilities, the entire object
can be analyzed for stress—strain, heat transfer, and other characteristics by
calculating the behavior of each node.



By determining the interrelating behaviors of all the nodes in the system, the
behavior of the entire object can be assessed. Some CAD systems have the
capability to define automatically the nodes and the network structure for the
given object. The user simply defines certain parameters for the finite-element
model, and the CAD system proceeds with the computations.



The output of the finite-element analysis is often best presented by the system in
graphical format on the CRT screen for easy visualization by the user. For
example, in stress-strain analysis of an object, the output may be shown in the
form of a deflected shape superimposed over the unstressed object. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.7. Color graphics can also be used to accentuate the
comparison before and after deflection of the object.

Design review and evaluation



Checking the accuracy of the design can be accomplished conveniently on the
graphics terminal. Semi automatic dimensioning and tolerancing routines which
assign size specifications to surfaces indicated by the user help to reduce the
possibility of dimensioning errors.



The designer can zoom in on part design details and magnify the image on the
graphics screen for close scrutiny. A procedure called layering is often helpful in
design review. For example, a good application of layering involves overlaying
the geometric image of the final shape of the machined part on top of the image

of the rough casting. This ensures that sufficient material is available on the
casting to accomplish the final machined dimensions. This procedure can be
performed in stages to check each successive step in the processing of the part.


Another related procedure for design review is interference checking. This
involves the analysis of an assembled structure in which there is a risk that the
components of the assembly may occupy the same space. This risk occurs in the
design of large chemical plants, air-separation cold boxes, and other complicated
piping structures. One of the most interesting evaluation features available on
some computer aided design systems is kinematics.



The available kinematics packages provide the capability to animate the motion
of simple designed mechanisms such as hinged components and linkages. This
capability enhances the designer's visualization of the operation of the
mechanism and helps to ensure against interference with other components.



Without graphical kinematics on a CAD system, designers must often resort to
the use of pin-and-cardboard models to represent the mechanism. Commercial
software packages are available to perform kinematic analysis. Among these are
programs such as ADAMS (Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical
Systems), developed at the University of Michigan. This type of program can be
very useful to the designer in constructing the required mechanism to accomplish a
specified motion and/or force.

Automated drafting
Automated drafting involves the creation of hard-copy engineering drawings directly
from the CAD data base. In some early computer-aided design depart ments,
automation of the drafting process represented the principal justification for investing
in the CAD system. Indeed, CAD systems can increase productivity in the drafting
function by roughly five times over manual drafting.
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Operation Mode and Architecture of Digital Manufacturing System
Introduction


The digital manufacturing system is the foundation on which various modern
advanced manufacturing systems become a reality, and the realization of any
modern manufacturing system must be constructed on the basis of a digital
manufacturing system.



Thus, it is necessary to clarify the operation mode of the digital manufacturing
system and the demands of its architecture before studying the digital
manufacturing system and constructing its integral model system.



Accordingly, the basic realization process of digital manufacturing system is
introduced in this section and its operation reference mode is then proposed
based on this process.



In addition, the architecture of digital manufacturing science is presented
according to the discipline basis and application fields of digital manufacturing.

Operation Reference Mode of Digital Manufacturing System


The basic process of the digital manufacturing means that the design, simulation
and production of a product are completed in a digital environment.



That is to say, after receiving orders, a conceptual design and general design are
first carried out, followed by a computer simulation or rapid prototyping
process, and process planning engineering, the process of CAM and CAQ, until
finally the product is formed.



It is essential for production resources to be planned generally and coordinated
in the entire manufacturing process.



If resources are insufficient or the core competence of the manufacturing
individual is limited, it is necessary to look for partners and create
manufacturing alliances, and on that basis, production resources are planned and
manufacturing processes are monitored to ensure that products will be realized
on demand



The operation reference mode of the digital manufacturing system, as shown in
Fig. 1. The meaning of every subsystem in Fig. is as follows

Fig.1 The operation reference mode of digital manufacturing system

The management and decision-making systems of manufacturing individual or
alliance.
This is the core management and decision-making system of the entire manufacturing
organization, responsible for handling plans, operations, detection, control and
maintenance in the enterprise, and is the backbone of the entire system. The individual
is the smallest independent manufacturing unit, and may be a manufacturing
department, workshop, digital intelligent manufacturing equipment or an independent
enterprise; the alliance is an organization that is composed of a number of digital
manufacturing individuals and can realize the integral function of product.
Market analysis and evaluation system.
This is mainly responsible for collecting market information, tracking existing market
products analyzing new market demand and evaluating the value and feasibility
analysis.
Product collaborative design and simulation system.
Aiming at demand for the new product, this system coordinates the design members in
the manufacturing alliance and uses their respective core competences and advantages
to achieve collaborative product design, realize the simulation and rapid prototyping
manufacturing of the designed product, and evaluate the design results, to achieve a
low-cost, high-quality and high-speed product design result that is also harmless
environmentally [1].
Product collaborative manufacture and control system of manufacturing process.
This system takes charge of coordinating members in the manufacturing organization
by using their core manufacturing capabilities to implement rapid product production.
It also ensures that all equipment and devices in the manufacturing environment are
carefully planned and built, controlled collaboratively and run reliably. Optimization of
the manufacturing process and product performance are achieved by using the

technology optimization method, digital scheduling method and operating algorithm of
system optimization [2].
Product quality management system.
This is responsible for the quality detection and management of products, which
ensures that quality products reach the market.
Product marketing system.
This system is responsible for the formulation and implementation of the product
marketing strategy and the commercialization of products in order to gain the biggest
sales return and achieve the goal of product manufacturing.
Customer Service System.
This is responsible for the maintenance and service of products to ensure the correct use
of products, to gain market reputation, and promote the social benefits of products.
Customer demand can be used as the basis for market analysis of new products.
In Fig. 2.1, the specific design and implementation function included in the product
collaborative design and simulation system, and the product collaborative manufacture
and control system of the manufacturing process could be purposely set according to
the demand for a specific product. In this figure, the functions of subsystems in the
digital manufacturing system are independent, but the subsystems have interrelated
and complicated relationships.
The operational structure of the digital manufacturing system must have stability, open
type and robustness to meet the constantly updating technology and development.
Therefore, we must construct an architecture model of the whole system, including a
reasonable organization model, operation and control model. On this basis, scientific
management techniques could be implemented, and the optimal operation of complex
systems could be ensured.

Architecture of Digital Manufacturing System

Fig. Architecture of digital manufacturing system

Figure 2.2 shows that the architecture of a, digital manufacturing system should be
constructed on the basis of the basic theory of digital manufacturing science.
The foundation of digital manufacturing science includes modeling theory of the digital
manufacturing system, a system architecture model and discipline basic theories, and so
on
Accordingly, the modeling theory of a digital manufacturing system is a scientific
method of systematic analysis and synthesis; the system architecture model defines the
basic research objects and contents of the digital manufacturing system, and establishes

the basic organization structure, function structure, operation and control structure of
the digital manufacturing system
Based on the basic theory, a reasonable digital manufacturing application system can be
constructed
The key technologies of the digital manufacturing system include product description
technology, manufacturing process expression and control technology, manufacturing
data acquisition, storage and processing technology, networks and grid technology,
engineering database technology, virtual and simulation technology, and metadata
technology Accordingly:
1. Product description technology refers to the use of digital technology to describe
product information, including description and expression norms, as STEP is a typical
product description technology and norm.
2. Manufacturing process expression and control technology includes how to express
and control various certain and uncertain manufacturing processes, and the examples
of uncertain manufacturing processes include the process of tool wear, market
development and the decision-making process.
3. Manufacturing data acquisition, storage and processing, include the acquisition,
expression, storage, processing and application of manufacturing knowledge.
4. Network and grid technology refer to the network support technology which
guarantees the collaborative design and production of the system in remote,
heterogeneous environments. Among them, the grid network technology, which
applies and develops network technology, guarantees the independence of network
resources, and the sharing of applications in an efficient and safe way.
5. Engineering database technology: there are many problems concerning data storage
and a management in a manufacturing system, but there is so far no suitable database
technology to meet the corresponding requirements.

6. Virtual and simulation technologies include virtual design, manufacturing process
simulation and digital prototyping.
7. Metadata is data about data, by which we can understand the name, purpose and
usage of data
Digital manufacturing systems can be implemented at different levels and in dif ferent
network environments, including the Internet around the world, industry-wide 2.1
Operation Mode and Architecture of Digital Manufacturing System 23Internet and
Intranet technologies and the network and digitalization technologies that support the
enterprises’ lifecycle and the digitalization of the product. The digital manufacturing
system is widely applied and includes the breakpoints in machinery, electronics, the
chemical industry, light industry, national defense and a variety of manufacturing and
application platforms
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RAPID PROTOTYPING(RP)
Introduction


The term rapid prototyping (RP) is used in a variety of industries to describe a
process for rapidly creating a system or part representation before final release or
commercialization.



In other words, the emphasis is on creating something quickly and that the
output is a prototype or basis model from which further models and eventually
the final product will be derived.



Management consultants and software engineers both use the term rapid
prototyping to describe a process of developing business and software solutions
in a piecewise fashion that allows clients and other stakeholders to test ideas and
provide feedback during the development process.



In a product development context, the term rapid prototyping was used widely
to describe technologies which created physical prototypes directly from digital
data. This text is about these latter technologies, first developed for prototyping,
but now used for many more purposes.

What is RP?


Additive manufacturing is the formalized term for what used to be called rapid
prototyping and what is popularly called 3D Printing. The term rapid
prototyping (RP) is used in a variety of industries to describe a process for
rapidly creating a system or part representation before final release or
commercialization.



In other words, the emphasis is on creating something quickly and that the
output is a prototype or basis model from which further models and eventually
the final product will be derived



In today’s intensely competitive global market, product enterprises are
constantly seeking new ways to shorten lead times for new product
developments that meet all customer expectations. In general, product enterprise

has invested in CADCAM, rapid prototyping, and a range of new technologies
that provide business benefits.


Referred to in short as AM, the basic principle of this technology is that a model,
initially generated using a three-dimensional Computer-Aided Design (3D CAD)
system, can be fabricated directly without the need for process planning



AM needs only some basic dimensional details and a small amount of
understanding as to how the AM machine works and the materials that are used
to build the part



The key to how AM works is that parts are made by adding material in layers;
each layer is a thin cross-section of the part derived from the original CAD data.
Obviously in the physical world, each layer must have a finite thickness to it and
so the resulting part will be an approximation of the original data, as illustrated
by Fig. 1.1.



The thinner each layer is, the closer the final part will be to the original. All
commercialized AM machines to date use a layer-based approach, and the major
ways that they differ are in the materials that can be used, how the layers are
created, and how the layers are bonded to each other.



Such differences will determine factors like the accuracy of the final part plus its
material properties and mechanical properties. They will also determine factors
like how quickly the part can be made, how much post-processing is required,
the size of the AM machine used, and the overall cost of the machine and process

The Generic RP Process
RP involves a number of steps that move from the virtual CAD description to the
physical resultant part. Different products will involve RP in different ways and to
different degrees. Small, relatively simple products may only make use of RP for
visualization models, while larger, more complex products with greater engineering
content may involve RP during numerous stages and iterations throughout the
development process. Furthermore, early stages of the product development process
may only require rough parts, with RP being used because of the speed at which they
can be fabricated.
we will investigate thoroughly the different stages of the AM process, but to
summarize, most AM processes involve, to some degree at least, the following eight
steps (as illustrated in Fig. 1.2).

Step 1: CAD
All AM parts must start from a software model that fully describes the external
geometry. This can involve the use of almost any professional CAD solid modeling
software, but the output must be a 3D solid or surface representation. Reverse
engineering equipment (e.g., laser and optical scanning) can also be used to create this
representation.
Step 2: Conversion to STL
Nearly every AM machine accepts the STL file format, which has become a de facto
standard, and nowadays nearly every CAD system can output such a file format. This
file describes the external closed surfaces of the original CAD model and forms the basis
for calculation of the slices.
Step 3: Transfer to AM Machine and STL File Manipulation
The STL file describing the part must be transferred to the AM machine. Here, there
may be some general manipulation of the file so that it is the correct size, position, and
orientation for building.
Step 4: Machine Setup
The AM machine must be properly set up prior to the build process. Such settings
would relate to the build parameters like the material constraints, energy source, layer
thickness, timings, etc.
Step 5: Build
Building the part is mainly an automated process and the machine can largely carry on
without supervision. Only superficial monitoring of the machine needs to take place at
this time to ensure no errors have taken place like running out of material, power or
software glitches, etc
Step 6: Removal
Once the AM machine has completed the build, the parts must be removed. This may
require interaction with the machine, which may have safety interlocks to ensure for
example that the operating temperatures are sufficiently low or that there are no
actively moving parts.

Step 7: Post-processing
Once removed from the machine, parts may require an amount of additional cleaning
up before they are ready for use. Parts may be weak at this stage or they may have
supporting features that must be removed. This therefore often requires time and
careful, experienced manual manipulation.
Step 8: Application
Parts may now be ready to be used. However, they may also require additional
treatment before they are acceptable for use. For example, they may require priming
and painting to give an acceptable surface texture and finish. Treatments may be
laborious and lengthy if the finishing requirements are very demanding. They may also
be required to be assembled together with other mechanical or electronic components to
form a final model or product.

Example AM Parts

Figure 1.4 shows a montage of parts fabricated using some of the common AM
processes. Part a. was fabricated using a stereo lithography machine and depicts a
simplified fuselage for an unmanned aerial vehicle where the skin is reinforced with a
conformal lattice structure. A more complete description of this part is included in the
Design for Additive Manufacturing chapter. Parts b. and c. were fabricated using
material jetting.
Part b. demonstrates the capability of depositing multiple materials simultaneously,
where one set of nozzles deposited the clear material, while another set deposited the
black material for the lines and the Objet name. Part c. is a section of chain. Both parts b.
and c. have working revolute joints that were fabricated using clearances for the joints
and dissolvable support structure. Part d. is a metal part that was fabricated in a metal
powder bed fusion machine using an electron beam as its energy source. The part is a
model of a facial implant.
Part e. was fabricated in an Mcor Technologies sheet lamination machine that has ink-jet
printing capability for the multiple colors.
Parts f. and g. were fabricated using material extrusion. Part f. is a ratchet mechanism
that was fabricated in a single build in an industrial machine. Again, the working
mechanism is achieved through proper joint designs and dissolvable support structure.
Part g. was fabricated in a low-cost, personal machine (that one of the authors has at
home).
Parts h. and i. were fabricated using polymer powder bed fusion. Part h. is the wellknown “brain gear” model of a three-dimensional gear train. When one gear is rotated,
all other gears rotate as well. Since parts fabricated in polymer PBF do not need
supports, working revolute and gear joints can be created by managing clearances and
removing the loose powder from the joint regions. Part i. is another conformal lattice
structure showing the shape complexity capability of AM technologies.

Classification of RP Processes
Driven by the growing industrial importance of LM, a wide diversity of technologies –
all summarized under the term RP – has evolved. Different approaches of categorizing
the variety of technologies are reported in the literature. Going beyond the individual
fields of application (Figure 2(b)),

RP processes may as well be classified according to the initial physical condition of the
processed material and the physical or chemical conversion underlying the layerwise
solidification. The original state of the material may either be a zero-, one-, or twodimensional solid (powder, filament or foil, respectively), including metals, polymers
and ceramics, a curable or freezable liquid, or a reactive precursor gas. The principles of
conversion range from photochemically or thermally induced polymerization and
bonding of powders to melt solidification and chemical vapor deposition processes
(CVD). A concise classification of the most important of RP processes is presented in
Figure 3.

The individual strengths and weaknesses exhibited by the different RP technologies
govern their suitability for a specific field of application. When choosing an RP process
for a specific manufacturing task, it is important to be aware of its key characteristics,
options and limitations (Table 1). In addition to SLA being the first RP process, other
well-established technologies comprise selective laser sintering (SLS), laminated object
manufacturing

(LOM),

fused

deposition

modeling

(FDM),

three-dimensional

printingTM (3DP), and 3D bioplotting TM, the latter being specifically interesting for
clinical applications in the field of tissue
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GEOMETRIC MODELING
Introduction
The challenges before the product designers today are listed below:
1. Higher customer quality expectations
2. Need to have innovation and originality in design
3. Need for global collaboration across and beyond the enterprise among designers,
customers and vendors to reduce development lead times
4. Need to evaluate feasibility throughout the design process
5. Ability to react quickly to design changes as and when change requests are made
6. Ability to express the design intent in terms of shape and function using the tools
available as well as the ability of the tools to transfer data back and forth seamlessly.

• Manufacturing of machine parts and components is carried out with the help of
drawings. The machine operator is provided with the drawing of the finished part
and an operation sheet which gives step by step instructions to produce the part.
• Drawings are also required for process planning, tool design, production planning,
programming, inspection, assembly, and costing and vendor development. Thus,
drawings are essential documents for product development as well as for regular
production.
• However, with the introduction of computer integrated manufacturing the
importance of drawing as the basic document for product development and
manufacture has diminished. In addition to production drawings of components,

the design department has to create layout drawings, assembly drawings, and tool
drawings (Jigs, fixtures, templates, special tools, inspection fixtures etc).
• The number of drawings required for a product varies with the complexity of the
product. In the case of the development of a centre lathe, it may be necessary to
create about 400-500 drawings. For an aircraft, the number of drawings will be of
the order of 30,000 to 60,000. In addition to component drawings, it is necessary to
create hundreds of tool drawings and jig and fixture drawings for manufacture,
assembly and inspection. Considerable manpower and time will be required to
create such a large volume of drawings and the time required for this task
represents a significant portion of the lead time required for product development.
• Computer aided design and drafting (CADD) is a powerful technique to create the
drawings. Traditionally, the components and assemblies are represented in
drawings with the help of elevation, plan, and end views and cross sectional views
• Figure shows four views (plan, elevation, end view and isometric view) of a part.
Since any entity in this type of representation requires only two co-ordinates (X and
Y) such software packages were called two-dimensional (2-D) drafting packages.
With the evolution of CAD, most of these packages have been upgraded to enable
3-D representation

GEOMETRIC MODELING
Computer representation of the geometry of a component using software is called a
geometric model. Geometric modelling is done in three principal ways. They are:
i. Wire frame modelling
ii. Surface modelling
iii. Solid modelling
These modelling methods have distinct features and applications

WIRE FRAME MODELING


In wire frame modeling the object is represented by its edges. In the initial
stages of CAD, wire frame models were in 2-D. Subsequently 3-D wire frame
modeling software was introduced.



The wire frame model of a box is shown in Fig. (a). The object appears as if it
is made out of thin wires. Fig. (b), (c) and (d) show three objects which can
have the same wire frame model of the box.



Thus in the case of complex parts wire frame models can be confusing. Some
clarity can be obtained through hidden line elimination.



Though this type of modeling may not provide unambiguous understanding
of the object, this has been the method traditionally used in the 2-D
representation of the object, where orthographic views like plan, elevation,
end view etc are used to describe the object graphically.

A comparison between 2-D and 3-D models is given below

SURFACE MODELING


In this approach, a component is represented by its surfaces which in turn are
represented by their vertices and edges. For example, eight surfaces are put
together to create a box, as shown in Fig.



Surface modelling has been very popular in aerospace product design and
automotive design. Surface modelling has been particularly useful in the
development of manufacturing codes for automobile panels and the complex
doubly curved shapes of aerospace structures and dies and moulds.




Apart from standard surface types available for surface modeling (box, pyramid,
wedge, dome, sphere, cone, torus, dish and mesh) techniques are available for
interactive modelling and editing of curved surface geometry.



Surfaces can be created through an assembly of polygonal meshes or using
advanced curve and surface modeling techniques like B-splines or NURBS (NonUniform Rational B-splines). Standard primitives used in a typical surface

modeling software are shown in Fig. Tabulated surfaces, ruled surfaces and edge
surfaces and revolved are simple ways in which curved geometry could be
created and edited.

SOLID MODELING
The representation of solid models uses the fundamental idea that a physical object
divides the 3-D Euclidean space into two regions, one exterior and one interior,
separated by the boundary of the solid. Solid models are:
• bounded
• homogeneously three dimensional
• finite
There are six common representations in solid modeling.
i. Spatial Enumeration: In this simplest form of 3D volumetric raster model, a
section of 3D space is described by a matrix of evenly spaced cubic volume
elements called voxels.
ii. Cell Decomposition: This is a hierarchical adaptation of spatial enumeration. 3D
space is sub-divided into cells. Cells could be of different sizes. These simple
cells are glued together to describe a solid object.
iii. Boundary Representation: The solid is represented by its boundary which
consists of a set of faces, a set of edges and a set of vertices as well as their
topological relations.
iv. Sweep Methods: In this technique a planar shape is moved along a curve.
Translational sweep can be used to create prismatic objects and rotational
sweep could be used for axisymmetric components
v. Primitive Instancing: This modeling scheme provides a set of possible object
shapes which are described by a set of parameters. Instances of object shape
can be created by varying these parameters.
vi. Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG): Primitive instances are combined using
Boolean set operations to create complex objects. In most of the modeling
packages, the approach used for modeling uses any one of the following three
techniques: i. Constructive solid geometry (CSG or C-Rep) ii. Boundary
representation (B-Rep) iii. Hybrid method which is a combination of B-Rep
and CSG.

Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)


In a CSG model, physical objects are created by combining basic elementary shapes
known as primitives like blocks, cylinders, cones, pyramids and spheres. The Boolean

operations like union (∪), difference (–) and intersection ∩ are used to carry out this
task.




For example, let us assume that we are using two primitives, a block and a cylinder
which are located in space as shown in Fig.

A “union” operation (A ∪ B) will combine the two to convert them into a new
solid.(Fig.(c)) The difference operation (A – B) will create a block with a hole (Fig.
(D)). An intersection operation (A ∩ B) will yield the portion common to the two
primitives. (Fig. (E))

Boundary Representation
Boundary representation is built on the concept that a physical object is enclosed by a
set of faces which themselves are closed and orientable surfaces. Fig. shows a B-rep
model of an object. In this model, face is bounded by edges and each edge is bounded
by vertices. The entities which constitute a B-rep model are: Geometric entities
Topological entities

Solid models differ from wire frame and surface models in the kind of geometric
information they provide. Wire frame models only show the edge geometry of an
object. They say nothing about what is inside an object. Surface models provide surface
information, but they too lack information about an object’s internal structure. Solid
models provide complete geometric descriptions of objects.

Computer in Design and Manufacturing

The various design-related tasks which are performed by a modern computeraided design system can be grouped into four functional areas:
1. Geometric modeling
2. Engineering analysis
3. Design review and evaluation
4. Automated drafting


These four areas correspond to the final four phases in Shigley's general
design process, illustrated in Figure.



Geometric modeling corresponds to the synthesis phase in which the physical
design project takes form on the ICG system. Engineering analysis
corresponds to phase 4, dealing with analysis and optimization. Design
review and evaluation is the fifth step in the general design procedure.
Automated drafting involves a procedure for converting the design image
data residing in computer memory into a hard-copy document. It represents
an important method for presentation (phase 6) of the design. The following
four sections explore each of these four CAD function
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Reverse Engineering–Hardware and Software
Introduction
Introduction Reverse engineering (RE) is generally defined as a process of analyzing an
object or existing system (hardware and software) to identify its components and their
interrelationships and to investigate how it works to redesign or produce a copy
without access to the design from which it was originally produced (Wikipedia, 2005).
In areas related to 3-D graphics and modeling, RE technology is used for reconstructing
3-D models of an object in different geometric formats. RE hardware is used for RE data
acquisition, which for 3-D modeling, is the collection of geometric data that represent a
physical object.
There are three main technologies for RE data acquisition: contact, noncontact and
destructive. Outputs of the RE data acquisition process are 2-D cross-sectional images
and point clouds that define the geometry of an object. RE software is employed to
transform the RE data produced by RE hard ware into 3-D geometric models.
The final outputs of the RE data processing chain can be one of two types of 3-D data: (i)
polygons or (ii) NURBS (non uniform rational B-splines). Polygon models, which are
normally in the STL, VRML, or DXF format, are commonly used for rapid prototyping,
laser milling, 3-D graphics, simulation, and animations.
NURBS

surfaces

or

solids

are

frequently

used

in

computer-aided

design,

manufacturing, and engineering (CAD-CAM-CAE) applications. In this chapter,
hardware and software for RE are presented.
Commercially available RE hardware based on different 3-D data collection techniques
is briefly introduced. The advantages and disadvantages of various data acquisi tion
methods are outlined to help in selecting the right RE hardware for specific
applications. In the RE software section, end-use RE applications are classified and
typical commercial RE packages are reviewed. The four RE phases used in a RE data
processing chain are highlighted, and the fundamental RE operations that are necessary
for completing the RE data processing chain are presented and discussed in detail.

Reverse Engineering Hardware
Contact Methods
Contact methods use sensing devices with mechanical arms, coordinate measure ment
machines (CMM), and computer numerical control (CNC) machines, to digitize a
surface. There are two types of data collection techniques employed in contact methods:
(i) point-to-point sensing with touch-trigger probes and
(ii) analogue sensing with scanning probes.
In the point-to-point sensing technique, a touch-trigger probe is used that is installed on
a CMM or on an articulated mechanical arm to gather the coordi nate points of a
surface. A manually operated, articulated mechanical arm with a touch-trigger probe
allows multiple degrees of freedom (DOF) of movement to collect the measurement
points (Figure 3.2). A CMM with a touch-trigger probe can be programmed to follow
planned paths along a surface. A CMM provides more accurate measurement data
compared to the articulated arm. However, the limitation of using CMM is the lack of
number of DOF so that a CMM cannot be used to digitize complex surfaces in the same
way as an articulated arm. In analogue sensing, a scanning probe is used that is
installed on a CMM or CNC machine (Figure 3.3). The scanning probe provides a
continuous deflection output that can be combined with the machine position to derive
the location of the surface. When scanning, the probe stylus tip contacts the feature and
then moves continuously along the surface, gathering data as it moves. Therefore, throughout the
measurement, it is necessary to keep the deflection of the probe stylus within the measurement range
of the probe. The scanning speed in ana logue sensing is up to three mes faster than in point-to-point
sensing. Table 3.1 gives examples of typical commercial RE hardware that employs contact methods for
data acquisition.
The advantages and disadvantages of con tact methods compared to noncontact methods are as
follows.
Advantages: (i) high accuracy, (ii) low costs, (iii) ability to measure deep slots and pockets, and (iv)
insensitivity to color or transparency
Disadvantages: (i) slow data collection and (ii) distortion of soft objects by the probe.

Noncontact Methods
In noncontact methods, 2-D cross-sectional images and point clouds that represent the
geometry of an object are captured by projecting energy sources (light, sound, or
magnetic fields) onto an object; then either the transmitted or the reflected energy is
observed. The geometric data for an object are finally calcu lated by using
triangulation, time-of-flight, wave-interference information, and image processing
algorithms. There is no contact between the RE hardware and an object during data
acquisition. There are different ways to classify RE hardware that uses noncontact RE
methods for data acquisition. These classifications are based on the sensor technologies
(Tamas et al. 2005) or data acquisition techniques (Alain 1999; Rocchini et al. 2001)
employed. Figure 3.4 presents a classification of noncontact RE hardware based on data
acquisition techniques. The advantages and disadvantages of noncontact methods
compared to con tact methods are as follows. Advantages: (i) no physical contact; (ii)
fast digitizing of substantial volumes; (iii) good accuracy and resolution for common
applications;(iv) ability to detect colors; and (v) ability to scan highly detailed objects,
where mechanical touch probes may be too large to accomplish the task. Disadvantages:
(i) possible limitations for colored, transparent, or reflective surfaces and (ii) lower
accuracy. Table 3.2 presents some typical commercial RE hardware using noncontact
methods for data acquisition. The following sections introduce the most com monly
available noncontact RE data acquisition technique

Reverse Engineering Software
3.3.1 Reverse Engineering Software Classification
There is no single RE software that can completely satisfy the requirements of RE data processing and
geometric modeling. The selec on of RE so ware de pends on the speciﬁc requirements of RE projects

Based on applications, RE software can be classified into the following groups: Hardware control, CAD
entity manipulation, polygon manipulation, polygon and NURBS surface construction, 2-D scan image
processing and 3-D modeling, 3-D inspection, and NURBS surface and solid modeling. Table 3.3 presents
these RE software groups with representative commercial packages.

Reverse Engineering Phases
For an overall view of RE software operation, the different RE data processing phases will first be
described. The required RE operations are then considered. The complete RE data processing chain,
from scan data to the final NURBS

Points and Images Phase
In the points and images phase, scan data are registered, prepared, and opti mized for
constructing 3-D polygon models. Outputs from the RE data acquisition process are 2-D
cross-sectional images or point clouds. RE systems that use transitive techniques such as
CT and MRI provide a large series of 2-D cross-sectional images of an object. Systems
that use the remaining RE techniques such as laser triangulation, TOF, and structuredlight provide point cloud data
Polygon Phase In this phase, polygon models are constructed. They are then
manipulated and controlled to meet the requirements of the applications. The resulting
3-D poly gon models are directly employed for applications such as rapid prototyping,
3-D graphics and animations, or are used as reference data for creating CAD entities
(points, curves, and primitives) and constructing NURBS surfaces for CAD-CAM-CAE
applications.
Curve Phase
In many RE projects, especially RE of mechanical parts, CAD entities are mainly used as
the reference data for geometric modeling in CAD packages. The CAD entities are
constructed directly from point clouds or indirectly from polygon models by manual
editing, fitting, and sectioning operations (Figure 3.12). They are finally imported into
CAD packages to complete the geometric modeling. For simple geometries, a limited
number of reference points may be sufficient to model the part using a CAD package
(Figure 3.15a), and contact methods with mechanical touch probes are normally
employed to collect the data. Curves are necessary for creating complex parts with freeform surfaces (Figure 3.15b); in this case, more point data are needed, and therefore,
noncontact methods are likely to be used for data acquisition.

NURBS Surface Phase
NURBS surfaces are sometimes the ultimate RE output for CAD-CAM-CAE
applications. NURBS surfaces can be constructed based on the CAD entities extracted
from the curve phase or by using polygon meshes for surface fitting. NURBS are an
accurate way to define free-form curves and surfaces. NURBS are useful for the
following reasons: (i) they offer one common mathematical form for both standard
analytical shapes and free-form shapes; (ii) they provide the flexibility to design a large
variety of shapes; (iii) they reduce the memory consumption when storing shapes
(compared to simpler methods); (iv) they can be evaluated reasonably fast by
numerically stable and accurate algorithms; (v) they are invariant under affine as well
as perspective transformations; and (vi) they are generalizations of nonrational Bsplines and nonrational and rational Bézier curves and surfaces (David 2001). Therefore,
NURBS are commonly used in CAD-CAM-CAE systems

Conclusion
In this chapter, fundamental information on RE hardware and software was presented,
and commercial technologies for RE data acquisition and processing were introduced.
Today, there is a variety of RE hardware for reverse engineering both the in ternal and
external structures of an object. However, selecting the right RE hardware and software
for an RE project is not easy. Of the many selection crite ria, the nature of the
application is the most important. Although the chapter presented limited application
examples, RE applica tions have been introduced in many areas. Typical application
include (i) in spection: Quality control and inspection for mechanical parts and
machine components; (ii) product development and manufacture: CAD-CAM-CAE,
rapid prototyping, and rapid tooling; (iii) biomechanics and medical applications:
Biomechanics research on bone structures, design and manufacturing of medi cal
models, surgical aid tools, implants, and medical devices; (iv) 3-D graphics and
animations: Virtual reality, games, and films; (v) fashion design and arts: 3-D art
modeling, portrait sculpturing, and prototyping; and (vi) topography, architectural and
facade

measurement,

as-built

documentation, and city modeling

surveying,

archaeology

and

cultural

heritage

